
Build Your Collection:
ProQuest Ebook Central™ and Demand-Driven Acquisition

Pioneered by ProQuest, Demand-Driven Access (DDA) allows libraries to provide access to a 
large number of ebooks of their choice. Titles are loaned or purchased following a free viewing 
period or when the patron copies, prints, or downloads. DDA ensures that library budgets go 
toward funding ebooks that patrons use for a greater return on investment.

Patrons or users—though unbeknownst to them—are participating in building the library collection through their interest in 
an ebook.  DDA programs are a well-established approach toward integrating user involvement in the process of building 
library collections.



Why DDA on Ebook Central? 
• Breadth of content Provide access to more than 

730,000 ebooks and 1,200 imprints from more than 650 
publishers on one platform.

• DRM free chapter download and full title download 
Quick intuitive user interface allows a choice of one-click 
easy DRM-free download at the chapter level or full book 
download with expanded DRM.

• Only pay for what you use Purchase decisions follow a 
free viewing period or when the patron copies, prints, or 
downloads.  No need for an up-front deposit nor annual 
spend commitment.

• Choose from numerous purchase options including 1-user, 
3-user, Non-Linear, or Unlimited user access models to fit 
your institution’s needs and budget at a title level.

• Diversify your budget with additional acquisition models 
Combine DDA with subscription and perpetual access to 
best serve the needs of your institution and researchers.

• Easily de-duplicate titles from DDA Remove titles you 
already own or subscribe to from your DDA consideration 
pool; no need to worry about spending money twice.

• Free, Fast Ebook Cataloging MARC21 records are 
available in UTF-8, MARC8 or XML formats.  Ebook 
Central facilitates the OCLC WorldCat Cataloguing 
Partners service—with an OCLC subscription, receive free 
MARC records within 24 hours of the purchase.

• Integrate with discovery layers to help researchers find 
information Ebook Central sends detailed, enriched title 
metadata to the three major discovery services and the 
ProQuest platform.

• Support users with an unmatched, end-to-end user 
experience Titles across a wealth of publishers are 
available on one platform with a modern, intuitive 
design.  Researchers can read online or download either 
a chapter or the entire book for offline reading, including 
support for mobile devices with the independent Bluefire 
Reader app (available for free for iOS in the App store and 
for Android in Google Play).

Power of ProQuest LibCentral for DDA
Included with Ebook Central, this ebook acquisition & 
administration interface enables libraries to construct a 
DDA program to best serve the needs of their institution 
and researchers.

• Customize the user experience Permissions allow you 
to customize an extraordinary range of settings such 
as loan and download lengths by access model, the 
number of STLs before purchase, and more.

• Set visibility at the individual title Turn title access on or 
off with the click of a button whenever the need arises.

• Save time with dynamic profiling with inclusion and 
exclusion criteria such as subject, publisher, publication 
date, language, pricing and much more.

• Update your profile at the frequency you choose Updates 
will simultaneously add as well as weed out individual 
titles against your selection and pricing criteria.

• Automatically remove titles outside your pricing range 
In addition to setting price limits in your profile, pre-define 
maximum purchase price by access model as well as 
short-term loan (STL) price.  Transactions under the 
threshold are automatically granted while those over can 
be mediated, or not presented to the patron.  Through 
mediation, the librarian has the opportunity to review a 
patron request and choose to grant or deny access.

• Refine your profile from the LibCentral interface Easily 
review your inclusions and exclusions filter by filter.

• Monitor usage with real-time, comprehensive reports 
that help drive decisions around your DDA program. For 
example, identify monthly access trends across fund 
codes at any time.  

• Monitor spend Set spend thresholds to trigger low 
balance alerts, including expenditure alerts by fund code.

Learn More To learn more about ProQuest Ebooks, contact 
your account representative or visit our website:  
http://www.proquest.com/go/ebooks
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